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Colosseum at Caesars Palace 

"Spectacular Venue"

This popular concert venue can easily pass off as a landmark by itself. The

Colosseum is a 4,298-seat, state-of-the-art beauty that is located at

Caesars Palace Hotel Casino. Quite a number of popular artists like Elton

John, Celine Dion, Cher, Bette Midler, and Jerry Seinfeld have performed

at The Colosseum. All the glamor can get a bit blinding and you're

requested not to add to it by bringing cameras along.

 +1 866 227 5938  www.thecolosseum.com/  3570 Las Vegas Boulevard South,

Caesars Palace, Las Vegas NV

 by andycox93   

The Chelsea at the Cosmopolitan 

"Classy Ballroom"

The Chelsea is an elegant and classy theater of The Cosmopolitan of Las

Vegas. Concerts, seminars, private receptions and similar events are held

here. They also play host to a number of sporting events like Ultimate

Fighting Championships.

 +1 702 698 7000  www.cosmopolitanlasveg

as.com/index/meet/thechel

sea.aspx

 entertainment@cosmopolit

anlasvegas.com

 3708 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, The Cosmopolitan of

Las Vegas, Las Vegas NV

 by kennejima   

David Copperfield - MGM Grand

Las Vegas 

"Big Names, Small Venue"

This glamorous venue, with velvet curtains and a generally glitzy

ambiance, offers mega-star entertainment in an intimate setting. The

theater has 740 seats and every seat has a great view of the stage.

Regular performers have included David Copperfield and Billy Joel, just to

name a few.

 +1 877 880 0880  www.mgmgrand.com/en/e

ntertainment/david-

copperfield.html

 mgmguest@lv.mgmgrand.c

om

 3799 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, MGM Grand Hotel &

Casino, Las Vegas NV

 by  Lottie Tagupa 

Wynn Theatre 

"Theatrical Opulence"

The luxurious Wynn Theatre really pulls in crowds. This is no ordinary

theater: amazing performances can be seen in an aqua theater-in-the-

round. The shows held here feature opulent costumes and sets,

showcasing aerial acrobatics and creative choreography. Las Vegas is

known for being an entertainment capital, and this theater is a great place

to experience an amazing show!

 +1 702 770 7000  www.wynnlasvegas.com  roomreservations@wynnla

svegas.com

 3131 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Wynn Las Vegas, Las

Vegas NV
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 by Alan Cleaver   

UNLV Performing Arts Center 

"City's Cultural Hub"

Las Vegas, the land of casinos, nightlife and entertainment needs no

further introduction. However, the University of Nevada wanted a center

that would re-define this concept and venture into theater and other

performing arts, hence the UNLV Performing Arts Center was developed.

This center introduces students and Las Vegas community to different

aspects of creativity and features drama,concerts, ballet and so forth. This

art hub is always buzzing with activities and there is never a single dull

moment here. For venue rentals, booking and schedule information, call

ahead or check website.

 +1 702 895 3535  pac.unlv.edu/  larry.henley@unlv.edu  4505 Maryland Parkway,

University of Nevada, Las

Vegas NV

 by June H. Johns   

Smith Center for the Performing

Arts 

"A Cultural Landmark"

The Smith Center is a modern art center that can be touted as the cultural

hub of the city. This space explores various creative avenues and puts

forth splendid performances for patrons. Everything from dance, drama,

concerts, Broadway musicals to other events are held here.

 +1 702 749 2000 (Box

Office)

 www.thesmithcenter.com/  patronservices@thesmithc

enter.com

 361 Symphony Park Avenue,

Las Vegas NV

 by Azchael   

Sunset Amphitheater 

"Outdoor Theater"

Located in nearby Henderson, Sunset Amphitheater is a great place to

catch a concert under the stars. Seating over 5,000 people, this venue

hosts a variety of major touring acts, including ZZ Top and Randy Travis.

Be sure to check their website for an upcoming schedule.

 +1 702 547 7715  sunsetstation.sclv.com/Entertainme

nt.aspx

 1301 West Sunset Road, Sunset Station,

Henderson NV
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